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ACCESSORIES (* hrs do not apply)
700ft-lb force hammer Cat H65DS (for 
304 & 305.5)

$314 $472 $629 $777 $934 $2,824

Auger for 304 & 305.5  (12”, 18”, 24”, 36”) $125 $188 $250 $313 $375 $985
Broom for skid steer, Cat BA18 $165 $248 $330 $413 $485 $1,455
Brush hog (high flow) w/our skid steer 
rental $119 $235 $350 $460 $570 $1,764

Brush hog (high flow) without our skid 
steer rental $204 $308 $410 $508 $615 $2,064

Bucket concrete $95 $143 $190 $238 $285 $855
Bucket grapple open bottom or solid $104 $158 $210 $258 $305 $874
Bucket high capacity, for skid steer or 
loader $65 $95 $125 $155 $195 $585

Bucket tilting hydraulic ditching  43”, 
47”, 63” $95 $143 $190 $238 $285 $795

Bucket/pallet forks, for excavator or 
skid steer $50 $65 $80 $95 $125 $295

Coneqtec planer 24” $380 $570 $760 $950 $1,140 $3,420
Cat BA 18 broom for skid steer $174 $263 $350 $433 $505 $1,534
Cat PR1842 harley rake / soil 
conditioner $144 $217 $289 $352 $434 $1,324

ATTACHMENTS upon request: rippers, sheers, grapples, lifters, snow buckets, saws, trenchers, compactors, brooms, and more for excavators and  
skid steers. Please call for pricing.   518.893.2165
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                                                            Not finding what you need, please call us at  518.893.2165  

                                                                          WE ALSO OFFER EXPERIENCED OPERATORS!                           

                                         WE DELIVER: Trucking rates apply and will be computed using distance from our shop     

RENTAL INFORMATION
1 Day Rental: Consecutive 24 hour time period                 4 Day Rental: Consecutive 96 hour period
2 Day Rental: Consecutive 48 hour time period       1 Wk Rental:  Consecutive 7 day period
3 Day Rental: Consecutive 72 hour time period       4 Wk Rental:  Consecutive 4 wk time period (28 days)
                                                                        
                                                                 Please click your browser’s back arrow to return to our website  1.19.2017
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